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their word on the same subject: on such occasions
there may be a revolt against the party leaders, and
something may really be done to honour the pledge.
What, then, does the constituency get from the
member? In the first place, he will be expected to visit
it and give some account of what is going on. That
is why members receive a free railway pass between
London and their constituencies, and why every
Friday night (Parliament does not sit on Saturdays)
witnesses a considerable exodus to the country. Con-
versely, his constituents—in the shape of school parties,
clubs, and deputations—expect sometimes to visit him,
and see the sights of Westminster under his guidance.
More important is the ceaseless flow of correspondence.
Every voter feels himself entitled to address the
member upon any political question in which he
happens to be interested. In a time of crisis these
letters may arrive by hundreds and are a very valuable
indication of public opinion: but woe betide the
member who does not at least acknowledge the receipt
of every one of these communications!
The voters will also be watching the newspapers to
see that their representative is active. If Parliament
happens to have under consideration some Bill (such
as an electricity scheme or a plan for helping distressed
areas) which directly concerns the locality, the Member
will be expected to speak on it. If not, it is open to
him to prove his alertness by the questions he asks of
ministers—above all, if a Government department has
committed some blunder in his constituency. Indeed,
it is not unknown for members to ask questions with
their own reputations in view rather than the answers.
But, in the main, the connecting-link is simply this,
that a member who ignores the presumed wishes of the

